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ABSTRACT. The application of minimum curvature is described
as it applies to the transformation of positional data between
various geodetic datums. Specifically, the author has implemented
this approach and technique in a computer program, known as
NADCON (an acronym standing for North American Datum
CONversion). NADCON, discussed in detail within this
publication, is designed to transform or convert data between the
North American Datum of 1927 (NAD 27) and the North
American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83). It should be noted, however,
that the method is equally applicable to other datums as well. All
that is required are data with two different and distinct coordinate
values representing the exact same point on the surface of the
Earth. The actual differences between coordinate values are
modeled; no knowledge of datum origins or ellipsoidal parameters
is required. The application of minimum curvature within this
context is new and somewhat innovative. Readers requiring more
detailed knowledge are urged to consult the references.

This approach, as implemented within NADCON, has resulted in
a method that is simple, accurate, cost-effective, and rapid.
NADCON allows for transformations within all states and
territories with great confidence. The approach introduces no
more than approximately 15 cm (10) of uncertainty within the
conterminous United States (CONUS), 4 cm (10) within Puerto
Rico, and 50 cm (10) within Alaska. Hawaii, although modeled to
15 cm (10) appears to have large datum inconsistencies which
require attention prior to the application of any transformation
technique. The accuracy of the transformations represents at least
an order of magnitude improvement upon the traditional methods
of Molodensky and the regression equations as implemented by
the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA), designed to be used to

.transform data from NAD 27 to the World Geodetic Datum of
1984 (WGS 84), a datum which is almost identical in. ellipsoidal
parameters and definition to NAD 83 (Defense Mapping Agency,

.1987). NADCON is sufficiently accurate for mapping at a scale of
1:200 or smaller, ideal for Geographic Information Systems/Land
Information Systems (GIS/LIS) and low-order land surveys.

















The other approach, that taken with NADCON, relies upon the direct estimation of grid
values rather than the determination of polynomial coefficients or the reliance upon some
mathematical model describing the mapping between datums.

Modeling of NADCON Grids with Minimum Curvature

To reiterate, NADCON is a two-step process: (1) the development of gridded data sets--
.essentially the ~cI> and ~". of eq. (1), and (2) the estimation to non-nodal points.

The gridded data sets are prepared using a technique known as "minimum curvature" (Briggs,
1974; Swain, 1976; Webring, 1981). This approach mathematically minimizes the total curvature,
or rate of bending, associated with a smooth surface describing the shift values between datums.

A total of two gridded data sets is required for the complete computation of a transformation:
one for latitude shifts and another for longitude shifts. Thus, two mathematical sudaces must
be prepared for each major region of the country.

The regions identified during this development, along with their geographic limits are given in
table 2 and figure 2.

Minimum curvature has its origin within mechanical engineering, geophysics, and the
mathematics of [mite differences. The differential equations pertaining to the deformation or
bending of plates form the basis for the method. For completeness, a development of the
mathematics is presented. Additional discussion may be found in the above mentioned
references, particularly Briggs (1974). The FORTRAN code utilized within NADCON has its
origins with that of Webring (1981).

Minimum total curvature provides an approach for the interpolation of irregularly spaced data
either on a profile (e.g., one dimension) or a sudace (e.g., two dimensions). The
dimensionality is of little consequence; multidimensional developments of minimum curvature
have been done in tensor notation, notably by Cloutier (1983). Sudace or bivariate analysis is
sufficient for a discussion of datum transformations.

Let us review exactly why the two datums result in different coordinate values. In essence
there are two sources for the differences, the first being the conformal mapping between
differing ellipsoids and the second a result of varying technologies, not particularly well
understood but completely recognized as existing. This second source is commonly known as
distortion, as mentioned above. The first source results in differences which are smoothly
varying over the Earth, the curvature of the differences being continuous. The second may
result in highly location-dependent differences, but usually confmed within regions and of lower
amplitude than the first. Smoothness mayor may not be evident with differences resulting from
the second source. In other words, surveyors usually confme projects to small areas, such as
neighborhoods, counties, and municipalities. Quite possibly stations of differing origin but
physically located next. to each other may describe entirely different datum differences, apart
from the well understood conformal mapping.

Global smoothness then is important; local smoothness is as well, but to a lesser extent
provided data fully describing offsets from a global fit are available. The density or distribution
of the data, as well as the variability, determines the relative importance of local smoothness to
a solution.
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The coefficients a, b, C, and d are all functions of the shift values of the surrounding nodal
points. Clockwise from the southwest corner of the cell, these values can be defined as t], t2' tJt
and t4. Within this scheme, the coefficients become

a = t]
b = t3 -t]
c = t2 -t]
d = t4 -t3 -t2 + t].

This interpolation is extremely fast, requiring few operations. In addition, given a grid of
points sufficiently dense (e.g., dx and dy small) then this technique will work as well as more
complicated approaches.

The NADCON program that is available from NGS provides for the transparent application
of the interpolation method outlined above on all of the gridded data sets listed in table 2 and
shown in figure 2. The program user merely has to ensure that the proper gridded data set
resides in the same directory or storage area as the program. Latitude and longitudes provided
by the user will be converted between datums via the program. NADCON allows for the
conversion of individual points interactively as well as files of points (e.g., batch processing).
Several different file formats are allowed. The sorting of data, the selection of applicable cell as
well as the selection of the appropriate grid files (e.g., area) are all done automatically. Hence,
a user may easily transform multiple points from various distant areas. For example, a user
could compile a list or file of several hundred points in Hawaii, Alaska, Puerto Rico, and
CONUS and transform all with a single effort. Such a file would not have to be divided based
upon regional considerations.

Contour Maps of Shifts

Figures 4 and 5 depict contour maps of shifts resulting from the minimum-curvature modeling
for the conterminous United States. These maps are in very good agreement with the predicted
shifts of Vincenty (1979). It should be noted that the long-wavelength trends are well preserved
and local effects or distortions are also evident. A complete suite of contour maps for all
NADCON regions may be found in Dewhurst and Drew (1990a).

Accuracy and Speed

It is difficult to judge the exact accuracy of NADCON without some basis to use as truth. The
most reliable geodetic control has been used in the minimum curvature modeling process. All of
the legitimate NGS flfst- and second-order data have been used. Occasionally, third-order data
provided the only means for computing estimates. However, third-order control was used
sparingly, and only when necessary.

Ideally, the best and most general test of validity would be a comparison of NADCON
estimates with independent truth data. Since independent data are scarce, overall accuracy can
be defmed as an extension of precision or the ability of the estimation process to replicate the
original data used in the modeling.

A -comparison can be made to other geodetic or survey data of a lesser accuracy, such as
third-order data not used in the modeling. This comparison does result in an independent
verification. However, this comparison is somewhat poor, since the basis of comparison involves
these same data previously rejected during the modeling phase.
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